Context. For relativistic modelling of high-accuracy astronomical data several times scales are used: barycentric and geocentric coordinate times, TCB and TCG, as well as two additional time scales, T DB and T T that are defined as linear functions of TCB and TCG, respectively. Aims. The paper is devoted to a concise but still detailed explanation of the reasons and the implications of the relativistic scalings of astronomical quantities induced by the times scales T DB and T T . Methods. We consequently distinguish between quantities and their numerical values expressed in some units. Results. It is argued that the scaled time scales, the scaled spatial coordinates and the scaled masses should be considered as distinct quantities which themselves can be expressed in any units, and not as numerical values of the same quantities expressed in some different, non-SI units ("T DB units" and "T T units"). Along the same lines of argumentation the system of astronomical units is discussed in the relativistic framework. The whole freedom in the definitions of the systems of astronomical units for TCB and T DB is demonstrated. A number of possible ways to freeze the freedom are shown and discussed. It is argued that in the future one should think about converting AU into a defined quantity by fixing its value in SI meters.
Introduction
It is well known that the accuracy of modern astronomical observations attained a level where numerous relativistic effects can no longer be ignored. Moreover, the whole set of astronomical concepts used for interpretation of observational data has to be formulated in the framework of general relativity. In the recent years significant progress has been achieved in this direction. A rigorous post-Newtonian framework for relativistic data modelling has been adopted by the International Astronomical Union (Soffel et al. 2003 , and reference therein). Nevertheless, the situation is not yet fully satisfactory. One of the main factors retarding the adoption of a fully self-consistent relativistic framework for fundamental astronomy is the existence of "inertia" or "traditions" which are quite difficult to overcome. Some of these traditions are heavily based on special approximations in the framework Newtonian physics, some other are based on Newtonian-like interpretation of the theory of relativity.
One of the controversial questions of the latter kind is the situation with the linear scaling of astronomical time scales and spatial coordinates related to the theory of relativity. Although this question is clear and even almost trivial from the theoretical point of view, practical implications of the scaling are sometimes tricky and often understood in a confusing way. The aim of this paper is to provide a concise, self-consistent and rigorous description of the whole situation with relativistic scalings. Interestingly, the same discussion can be used to clarify the definition of the system of astronomical units in the relativistic framework. This subject has been only marginally discussed in the literature and not all what was published on this subject was correct.
In Section 2 the relations between quantities and their numerical values expressed in some units are summarized. The reasons and implications of the T DB, being a scaled version of the coordinate time TCB of the Barycentric Celestial Reference System (BCRS), are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the relativistic scaling in the Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS). The system of astronomical units in the Newtonian and relativistic frameworks is discussed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. The practical usage of the various scaled quantities and also astronomical units in the relativistic context is given in Section 8 on the example of extracting the masses of the Sun and the Earth from DE405 in SI units. The question if the astronomical units of measurements are still needed in modern astronomical practice in their current form is discussed in Section 9.
Quantities, their numerical values and units of measurements
In order to discuss the scaling issues let us first clearly distinguish between quantities and their numerical values which appear when the quantities are expressed using some units of measurements. A quantity A can be expressed as a number by using some units of measurements. For any quantity A one has
where {A} XX is the numerical value (a pure number) of quantity A and [A] XX is the corresponding unit. Notations {A} and [A] for numerical value and unit of a quantity A, respectively, are taken from the international standard ISO 31-0 (ISO 1992).
Since in this paper we use several systems of units, the subscript give the name of the system of units. When a relation is valid with any system of units, as in the case of Eq. (1), "XX" is used. Now let us consider a relation between two quantities A and B derived in some theoretical way:
F being a numerical coefficient. This formula relates quantities A and B irrespectively of any considerations of units. To get a relation between numerical values of A and B one has to use Eq. (1) on both sides of (2). In particular, one has
if and only if one uses the same units for both A and B:
XX . Note that one could start this discussion with any kind of formula relating A and B with the same conclusion: such a formula is also valid for numerical values of the quantities if and only if the same units are used for both of them.
Units of measurements vs. units of graduation
Strictly speaking, the concept of "units of measurements" can be only applied to measurable (observable) quantities (e.g. proper time), but not to non-measurable (i.e. coordinatedependent) quantities in the framework of general relativity (Guinot 1997) . For the latter kind of quantities one introduces the concept of "units of graduation", which is an alias of "units of measurement" for non-measurable quantities. The concept of "units of graduation" was introduced to stress that the quantity under consideration is not measurable so that its "unit" cannot be directly realized by some physical measurements. However, it seems to be appropriate to ignore this subtle semantic difference in astronomical literature. Indeed, let us consider theoretical formula relating proper time τ of an observer with the coordinate time t of some relativistic reference system
Proper time τ is measurable quantity while coordinate time t is not. This equation can be derived from the metric tensor of the corresponding reference system and from the trajectory of the observer in that reference system. Clearly, this is a relation between quantities and has nothing to do with units to be used at the next step to express them as numbers. The same units should be again used for both τ and t if the same relation (4) is preferable to be valid also for numerical values of these two quantities. If for example, one decides to use SI second as unit of measurement for proper time τ than the corresponding unit of graduation of t is "SI-second-compatible unit of graduation". It is safe, however, to call that latter unit of graduation simple "SI second". In the following we will call both units of measurements and units of graduation just "units". (2) B ≡ {C} 1 and A ≡ {C} 2 ). However, it is dangerous and often confusing to introduce several units for the same physical dimensionality (especially, if these units are so close to each other that there is a possibility of confusion). The way to introduce two different units is against the usual metrological rule (one unit for one dimension) and also against the IAU Resolutions 1991 (Recommendation II) that recommended the use of SI units for all quantities appearing in astronomical coordinate systems (in particular, the use of SI second for all time scales).
Relativistic scaling in the BCRS

Dynamical equations in the BCRS
Let (t = TCB, x i ) be the coordinate time and spatial coordinates of the Barycentric Celestial Reference System of the IAU (IAU 2001; Rickman 2001; Soffel et al. 2003) . From the BCRS metric tensor one can derive the so-called EinsteinInfeld-Hoffmann (EIH) equations of motion of massive bodies considered as mass monopoles with masses M A :
and the following equation for the time of light propagation between two point x 1 and x 2 (again for the solar system con-sidered as a system of mass monopoles)
where Damour, Soffel & Xu (1991) for a detailed history of these equations). The EIH equations have been used to construct accurate solar system ephemerides starting from the middle of the 1970s. Eq. (6) describes the well-known relativistic Shapiro time delay and is also well-known since the 1960s and is widely used for astronomical data modeling. Note, that up to some theoretical improvements, the BCRS was known already in the 1930s and even earlier. The IAU has only officially fixed the status quo in the Resolution B1.3 (2000) . In both equations above the coordinate time of BCRS t = TCB is used. It is TCB (and not T DB (see below) or any other time scale) that was used since 1917 in all theoretical works devoted to the equations above and the underlying relativistic reference system.
T DB as a linear function of TCB
For the reasons of practical convenience one often uses the socalled t * = T DB which a linear function of t = TCB:
with F = 1 − L B and t * 0 are defining constants adopted by the IAU (2006). The constants are fixed here in such a way that T DB, evaluated at the geocenter, remains as close as possible to T T (see Section 4 below). In particular, the mean rate of T DB evaluated at the geocenter coincides with the mean rate of T T . The mean rate of T T in its turn is equal, to a high level of accuracy, to the mean rate of the proper time of an observer situated on the rotating geoid. T T is directly available to the Earth-bound observers through T AI, UTC or any other realizations of T T . The difference between T DB and T T does not exceed 0.002 s and can be neglected for many applications. These circumstances and lower risk of a damage if T DB is confused with T T (compared to possible damages of confusing TCB and T T with their linear drift of about 0.5 s per year) are the arguments usually put forward in favor of T DB. Here we use the new definition of T DB recently adopted by the IAU (2006) . The original definition of T DB given in 1976 as "a time scale differing from" T T "only by periodic terms" is known to be fundamentally flawed and also has never been directly used in practice (Standish 1998; Soffel et al. 2003) . Another time scale, very similar to T DB and also linearly related to TCB, was introduced by Standish (1998) and is called T eph . The subtle difference between T eph and T DB lies in the way the constants in (7) are chosen. For T DB the constant L B = 1.550519768×10
in (7) is a defining one while for T eph the constant F is different for different ephemerides and implicitly defined by the transformation between T T and T eph used during the construction of each particular ephemeris ephemeris. The adopted value of L B is based on the work of Irwin & Fukushima (1999) and Harada & Fukushima (2003) , and on the IAU Resolution B1.9 (2000) defining T T . The additive constant in (7) plays no role for the purposes of this paper and will not be discussed here.
Scaling of spatial coordinates and G M
If one uses t * = T DB instead of TCB it is natural also to introduce scaled spatial coordinates x * and masses µ * for each body as
These additional scalings allow one to retain exactly the same form of the principal dynamical equations (5) and (6). Quantities x and µ are called TCB-compatible quantities (or simply TCB quantities) representing spatial coordinates and masses. Quantities x * and µ * can be called T DB-compatible quantities (or simply T DB quantities). Since in astronomical observations it is only µ = G M and not the mass M itself that plays a role as a characteristic of the gravitational field of a body we deliberately call both these quantities "mass". Let us make here several comments:
(1) Physical mass of a body corresponds to µ (not µ * ). Quantity µ does not depend on the kind of experiments used to get it and on where the observer measuring it is situated. Moreover, µ represents also the mass of the corresponding body in Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS) of the IAU (IAU 2001; Rickman 2001; Soffel et al. 2003) . On the other hand, the scaling factor between µ and µ * is related to the fact that most of accurate observations were until now performed from the surface of [rotating] Earth. This made T T (T AI or UTC) convenient or even natural to parametrize observations. This will change as soon as sufficiently large amount of high-accuracy observations is performed from space vehicles. Therefore, µ * can only be considered as some ad hoc parameter convenient from some practical point of view.
(2) It is confusing to believe that x and µ are numerical values expressed "in SI units" and x * and µ * are "in T DB units" as it is done in a number of publication. As discussed in Section 2.2, Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) are relations between six distinct quantities, and the question of units has not been discussed at all here. One can, for example, consider (7) and (8) as relativistic coordinate transformations from (t, x) to (t * , x * ) introducing another reference system BCRS * distinct from BCRS. On the other hand, some non-SI units imply in particular that the second is no longer SI second (and the number "9192631770" as appears in the definition of SI second should be explicitly changed to some other number in the definition of that non-SI second). However, those non-SI units have never been defined or discussed seriously.
Further implications of the three scalings
Eq. (8) relating x and x * is valid for any distance used simultaneously with TCB and T DB. In particular, the TCB-compatible semi-major axis a of a planet is related to the corresponding T DB-compatible semi-major axis a * as
In the same way Eq. (7) also implies corresponding relations between time intervals. In particular, the TCB-compatible and T DB-compatible orbital periods of a planet are related as
and the corresponding mean motions (n = 2 π/P, n * = 2 π/P * ) as
Correspondingly, the third Keplerian law for a massless particle moving in the field of a central body reads
for the TCB-compatible a, n and µ, and
for the T DB-compatible ones. As discussed in Section 2, relations (7)- (14) are also valid for numerical values of the corresponding quantities if the same units are used for the quantities appearing on both sides of these equations. If the units used for TCB-and T DB-compatible quantities are the same one has
where subscript "XX" denotes the name of any chosen system of units. Those "same" units could be the SI units (SI seconds and SI meters) as recommended by the IAU, but also any other system of units: for example, astronomical units that are widely used in astronomy during last two centuries.
Relativistic scaling in the GCRS
Let us consider the Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS) of the IAU with coordinates (T = TCG, X). For the reasons discussed above for T DB, it is often convenient to introduce a scaled version of TCG called T * * = T T . For current clock accuracies the mean rate of T T is equal as the mean rate of the proper time of an observer situated at the rotating geoid. The difference comes from the tidal effects and does not exceed 10 −17 in the rate and 1 ps in amplitude of periodic terms. Again the scaling of time coordinate makes it convenient to introduce scaled versions of spatial coordinates and masses:
with L = 1 − L G , L G ≡ 6.969290134 × 10 −10 being a defining constant (IAU 2001). As discussed above µ is the same in both GCRS and BCRS. Here again we argue that one should speak about six independent quantities (three TCG-compatible quantities T , X and µ and three T T -compatible ones T * * , X * * and µ * * without any reference to units. Expression "TT units" is confusing for the same reasons as "TDB units" and should be avoided. Numerical values of these six quantities expressed in the same units are scaled in the same way as the quantities themselves. For example, in the SI units one has
Mixing scaled BCRS and scaled GCRS
The scaling of BCRS and GCRS is obvious and simple to manage if only one of these reference systems is used. In practice, however, relativistic models often involve quantities defined in both reference systems. Good examples here are models for VLBI and LLR. For example, VLBI model contains station coordinates and Earth orientation parameters defined in the GCRS while the positions of sources and solar system bodies (e.g. the Earth and the Sun) are defined in the BCRS. These "mixed" models are not invariant under the scalings (7)-(9) and (23)-(25). As a result the coefficients L B and L G (and the con-
explicitly appear in the models (IERS Conventions 2003, Chapter 11
). This makes the models less transparent conceptually and more difficult to understand. It should be stressed that the scalings (and the corresponding coefficients) represent non-physical, conventional changes of the BCRS and the GCRS and do not appear in normal relativistic considerations. In principle, it would be cleaner from the point of view of theoretical purity and consistency not to introduce these scalings at all. It is however clear that the considerations of convenience and a kind of tradition does not allow to make full use of the original non-scaled versions of the BCRS and GCRS.
The system of astronomical units in Newtonian framework
The reason to introduce astronomical units of measurements in the 19th century was the fact that the accuracy of positional (angular) observations was much higher then the accuracy of determination of distances (e.g. solar parallax). Before invention of radar and laser ranging and related techniques it was much easier to measure the period of motion of a planet than to determine the distance to that planet from the Sun or from the Earth (only a kind of geometrical triangulation could be used: Astronomical unit of time is day. Day is directly related to the SI second:
observations of Venus transits or of Eros in its close approach to the Earth
where d = 86400 is a pure number. Astronomical unit of mass is fixed to coincide with the "solar mass" (SM)
where α is a pure number giving the solar mass in SI kilograms. The value of α should be determined from observations (see below). The astronomical unit of length [x] A is called "Astronomical Unit" (AU)
where χ is the number of SI meters in AU. The AU is defined in a tricky way with no relation to χ. First, one fixes the value of the Newtonian gravitational constant G expressed in astronomical units to coincide with the value determined by Gauss in 1809 from a series of observations available to him. For historical reasons that value is used up to now as a defining constant in the definition of the system of astronomical units (k is the well-known and widely-used standard notation for {G} A ):
Clearly, in any system of units the dimensionality of G is
XX −1 (and in particular, in astronomical units the dimensionality is AU 3 day −2 SM −1 ). The AU is then defined to be the unit of length with which the gravitational constant G takes the numerical value (32). This definition of the astronomical unit was adopted by the IAU in 1938. One can also say that AU is the semi-major axis of the [hypothetic] orbit of a massless particle which has exactly a period of 2π k ≈ 365.256898326328 . . . days (astronomical units of time) in the framework of unperturbed Keplerian motion around the Sun (Brouwer & Clemence 1961; Standish 2005a) . The third Kepler law gives
where {a} A and {n} A are numerical values of the semi-major axis and mean motion of a Keplerian orbit expressed in astronomical units of length and time, respectively, and {M} A is the mass of the central body in astronomical units of mass SM. Normally, in classical Newtonian case for the mass of the Sun M ⊙ one can just put {M ⊙ } A ≡ 1 (see, however, below). The system of astronomical units is defined by four numbers d, α, χ and k. In modern astronomical practice (Standish 2005a ) the value of χ is determined from the whole set of available observations (various ranging observations that measure distances directly in SI units play here a crucial role). Then, comparing (33) and (21) the numerical value of µ = G M ⊙ in SI units can be computed as
The mass of the Sun in kg can then be computed by using the SI value for G ({G} S I = 6.674 . . . × 10 −11 m 3 s −2 kg −1 ), but this last step is not important for precise work.
Using the relations between astronomical and SI units one can write the following relations between numerical values of time t, distances (positions) x and masses µ
and for the period P, mean motion n and semi-major axis a of an orbit
The system of astronomical units in the relativistic framework
Up to recently, only T DB was used as independent time argument of modern ephemeris. In connection with efforts to construct new ephemerides with TCB (or to reparametrize old ones) the system of astronomical units in the relativistic framework has been considered recently by several authors (Standish 1995; Brumberg & Simon 2004; Standish 2005b; Pitjeva 2005b ). Let us interpret here all the formulas in the previous Section as formulas relating TCB-compatible quantities. As we discussed in Section 3 the T DB-compatible quantities are related to the corresponding TCB-compatible ones by a relativistic scaling. Then one can introduce another "T DBcompatible" system of astronomical units (designated as "A * "):
Let us first consider the four numbers d * , α * , χ * and k * as arbitrary (totally independent of the corresponding four numbers d, α, χ and k defining the TCB-compatible system of astronomical units) and write down the relations between numerical values of TCB-compatible quantities expressed in TCBcompatible astronomical units (e.g. {µ} A ) and T DB-compatible quantities expressed in T DB-compatible astronomical units (e.g. {µ * } A * ):
These relations should be compared to the corresponding relations (15)- (17) in SI units. Considering that {µ
This is the only constrain on the involved constants. Starting from this relation one can suggest many different ways to define both TCB-and T DB-compatible systems of astronomical constants. One reasonable additional consideration is that a "day" is defined to be 86400 seconds in any time scale TCB, T DB, T T , TCB or proper time of an observer as was recently agreed by the IAU Working Group on Nomenclature in Fundamental Astronomy (Capitaine 2005) . This means that the physical duration of a day depends on the used time scale. Therefore, "day" is defined by the conversion factor 86400 and it is natural to put d * = d = 86400. Considering this one has at least two choices:
I. One can require that the solar mass is equal to 1 in corresponding astronomical units in both cases and that the constants k * and k are equal as well (Standish 1995) . This gives {µ * } A * = {µ} A = k 2 and together with d * = d leads to
This gives in turn gives
Note the unusual scaling laws of distances expressed in astronomical units and astronomical unit itself in this case. These laws produced already a lot of confusion in the literature. II. Another possibility (Brumberg & Simon 2004; Standish 2005b; Pitjeva 2005b ) is to retain the scaling laws of time, distance and mass in astronomical units (45)- (47) in exactly the same form as in SI units (15)- (17) and put
which together with d
The only "unusual" consequence of this choice is that Let us note finally, that contrarily to what can be inferred from some publications the definitions of astronomical units by no means influence the relations between numerical TCBand T DB-compatible quantities (e.g. µ and µ * ) in SI units: they remain to be defined as shown in Eqs. (15)- (20).
It is unclear what role these "scaled" relativistic astronomical units could play for new solar system ephemerides: astronomical units are just units and one can use any definitions of them as long as the definitions are known. It makes no sense just to reformulate the same process to produce ephemerides with TCB (instead of T DB) and TCB-compatible astronomical units (instead of T DB-compatible astronomical units): the results after corresponding re-scaling must be identical to the T DB-compatible ones, provided that the scalings are performed in a consitent way. With the same level of confidence one can just re-scale a ready ephemeris constructed in T DB into TCB according to equations given above. The question of consistent use of relativistic time scales in the process of constructing new solar system ephemerides will be considered in details elsewhere (Klioner 2007 ).
Numerical example: masses, coordinates and velocities from DE405
Let us illustrate how to extract numerical values of planetary masses in SI units from the existing ephemerides constructed using T DB and the corresponding system of astronomical units on the example of the JPL's DE405. In the header of DE405 one finds the following T DB-compatible numerical values:
The latter number is just the Gaussian value of k 2 quoted in (32). This allows us to find from (34)
and for the TCB-compatible mass
That latter value for the solar mass can be found e.g. in IERS Conventions (2003) . The T DB-and TCB-compatible masses of planets can be found from their T DB-compatible masses in astronomical units given in the header of DE405 in the same way. For example, for the Earth one has
{µ ⊕ } S I = 3.98600439069 × 10 14 .
The corresponding T T -compatible value is then
Let us also note that the masses of the major planets, except for Pluto, are all based currently on observations of spacecraft motions in the vicinity of the corresponding planet. This means that an additional re-scaling procedure should be performed between the masses used for different applications (e.g., for the Earth µ * * ⊕ S I is used for SLR, µ * ⊕ S I for the planetary ephemerides etc.).
Let us now turn to positions and velocities. The DE data in the distribution gives the numerical values of the TDBcompatible spatial coordinates x * in SI units, that is {x * } S I parameterized by t * (precisely speaking the coordinates are given in kilometers, not in meters, but it plays here no role). If the TCB-compatible positions x are desired in SI units they can be computed as (cf. Eq. (16))
The TCB-compatible velocity coincide with the TDBcompatible one (57)). Similar procedure applies to the velocity v * . Note that it is only χ * , and therefore, only TDB-compatible astronomical units that can be considered as a part of the DE ephemerides. The choice of the TCB-compatible astronomical units (and in particular the value of χ) is by no means influenced by the DE ephemerides or by the procedures used during their development. Let us stress again that that choice has no influence on the relation between the values in SI units.
Do we need astronomical units in their current form?
It is not clear if astronomical units should be further used to construct future ephemerides. The main reason for astronomical units -much higher accuracy of angular (positional) observations compared to distance measurements -does not exist any longer. Considering the subtleties with astronomical units in the relativistic framework one can find it more advantageous either to avoid astronomical units at all or for reasons of historical continuity to convert them into defined units by fixing χ as it was done with day (d ≡ 86400) and with the SI second. One more argument against the system of astronomical units in its current form is that the physical mass of the Sun is, in principle, not constant, but decreasing at the rate of ∼ 10 −11 solar masses per century (Noerdlinger 1997; Krasinski & Brumberg 2004 ) just because of the Solar radiation. Up to now the dynamical consequences of this change were below the accuracy of observations, but one can expect that in the near future astronomical measurements in the inner solar system will reach a level of accuracy where the effects of changing solar mass (secular acceleration in their mean longitudes) will become observable. For example, Pitjeva (2005a) gives the accuracy of the determination ofĠ/G as 5 × 10 −12 per century. This is the precision of the claim that no secular accelerations in the mean longitudes of the inner planets are observable. On the other hand, a linear change of the mass of the Sun has the same consequences for astronomical observations as a linear change of G. Thus, in the near future we will have to decide if we want to live with time-dependent units of length, fix some epoch to define the Astronomical Unit, avoid astronomical units in precise work, or, preferably, make the Astronomical Unit to be a defined constant by fixing χ for historical continuity.
If the AU is fixed in SI meter, the mass of the Sun or, more precisely, µ ⊙ = GM ⊙ should be fitted from observations together with masses of other planets, while the AU plays the same role of a "convenient" unit as kilometer or mile. It seems to be even more reasonable since in the modern practice the masses of the planets are often determined by other kinds of observations that deliver the µ directly in SI units. For example, the best value for µ ⊕ is delivered by SLR Groten (1999) ; Ries (2005) with no relation to astronomical units.
